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launched

against

American

business

executives.

Despite the overwhelming documentation which has
been

made

public

throughout

A central institution in this entire executive security
disinformation campaign can be clearly identified as

political leaders.and the general population.
Europe. exposing

the Institute for Professional Investigators. The IPI
was established three years ago in England under a

terrorism as surrogate warfare created. run. and

commission from Queen Elizabeth II.specifically to

funded by British

draw

and

Israeli

Secret Intelligence

Shin

conjunction

with

Services (SI S)

Beth

intelligence

teams. in

"black

nobility"

intelligence

networks.the participants of the CII convention were
assured

by

these

"experts"

that

all

terrorism

together

terrorism

"specialists"

from

the

British civil and military police forces. government
police and intelligence agencies. and forensic and
insurance investigators. Other notable operatives in
the IP S's 300-member roster, besides John Grant.

originates from training schools in East Germany.

include Brig. Michael Mathews. chief of the British

Libya. Cuba. and China. One participant noted that
they were told that no such thing as right-wing

Army Military Police; Peter Frost. the director of
studies for the British Home Office College.one of the

terrorism existed;

centers out of which the Norther Ireland "gang

terrorism was all set up and

controlled by the "left."

countergang" terrorism is run; and Professor Derrick

The source of the formulation of this line.carefully
tailored to "fit" the profile of U.S. terrorist

at the University of Edinburgh, a long-time base of

activations.has been traced back to a special meeting
held in England by John Grant's Institute for

terrorist deployments.

Professional Investigators last May. The featured
speakers at this strategy session were Peter
Hamilton. security director for Chubb and Sons
Insurance Company; Fred Rayne.president of Rayne
International Inc

a U.S.-based private security firm
which specializes in executive security - Rayne
himself is a former British Intelligence and foreign
service officer - plus two British private security
terrorism
Savage.

.•

specialists. Vince

Cannatu

and

McClintock.chairman of the Criminology Department
operations for British intelligence campaigns and
Additionally, the Institute is preparing to expand
into Canada. with outlets in Montreal and Ottowa
being negotiated, to facilitate the Institute's ability to
"educate" private investigators and executive
security personnel for the entire North American
continent. and gain greater control over the entire
U.S.terrorism apparatus.
- Stuart Pettingill

John

John Grant: 'Transnational Terrorism'
The

Exclusive to the Executive Intelligence Review

Made available to Executive Intelligence Review
by a Chicago reporter are the following excerpts of
an interview with terrorist-controller John Grant.
head of the Institute for Professional Investigators
in England.
I found John Grant happy to talk about the
problem of terrorism to an interested reporter. "It
would be silly to think that the coming wave of
terrorism in the U.S. will be smaller
Europe ...on
bigger."

the

Grant

contrary. it

started

will

than in

be

much

out. "Terrorists

are

idealists, they are not afraid to die. You come up
against somebody who is not afraid to die and you

terrorists themselves. Grant

said. "are

transnational. They interchange much the same
guns. for instance: the IRA gets its guns from the
PLO, Czechoslovakia, and the Japanese Red Army.
The guns come from Cuba.China, Russia, Morocco.
Libya, Algeria. etc ....Although security
procedures at United States airports and seaports
is good, " Grant went on, "there are long land
borders between the U.S.and Canada and Mexico.
making it impossible to keep out the terrorists."
I asked when and what kind of terrorism he
foresaw coming to the U.S..to which Grant replied
that the shootout in Philadelphia between police
and the MOVE cult were a "national signal for all
terrorist groups to start hitting."

are in trouble." On being questioned about the kind

"The hits can happen at any time," he stressed.

of targets terrorists would choose in the U.S., Grant

"All will occur at about the same time.anywhere.

suggested

In many cases the underground press will signal

that physical

targets

would

include

nuclear power plants and water supply reservoirs;

the operation."

in terms of individuals, he continued, "anyone is a

"Terrorism can only be leftwing," he said.
"Right-wing terrorists are actually controlled by

target

these

days,

not

just

executives. Any

employee, the man on the street. they are all

the left-wingers ..." But he pointed out that having

targets. These are psychotics ...and you know I

right-wing terrorists is actually helpful for the

am an expert and I'll tell you something; you can't
stop anyone who is willing to die.You can just make

public because "left complements right, and they

it difficult for them."

general public" in these cases.
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will fight against each other rather than attack the
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